Introduction
There are quite a few properties finitely or countably additive in every space. The network weight and density are classical examples hereof. The weight and metrizability can serve as examples of nonadditive topological properties which are also numerous. However the weight is countably additive sometimes. This happens in metric as well as in compact spaces. We are going to show that nonadditive topological properties are actually additive in much more cases than could be seen at the first glance.
Let us start with definitions. Given a space X and an « e co we say that a property Q is (closely) «-additive in X if X \-Q (X has Q) in case X = Xq U ••• U X"_i where X¡ \-Q (and is closed in X respectively) for all i £ n. A property Q is countably additive in X if X \-Q as soon as X = \J{X¡: i £ co} and Xt \-Q for i eco.
Suppose that we are trying to find as large a class as possible in which most of nonadditive properties become additive. Can it be in some way the class of all regular spaces (or Tx-spaces)? The space A(cox) (which is the Alexandroff compactification of the discrete space of power cox) seems to dispel all hopes of that, because it shows that a union of two metrizable spaces can have an uncountable pseudocharacter. It can also have an uncountable tightness and can be an example of nonadditivity for almost all nonadditive properties at once.
It turns out however that a slight change of generality results in additivity for all properties one could imagine. That is the following will be proved.
Most of our results on «-additivity in X" concern pointwise properties. A property Q is called pointwise if for every space X we have X \-Q if and only if X h Q(x, X) for all x £ X. Here Q(x, X) is some point property in X. A class C of subspaces is said to be representative for the property Q if for every space X and any H c X with H £ C we have X \-Q(x, H) iff X r Q(x, X) for any x £ H.
We are not going to give rigorous definitions of "point property" and "representative class". We will just define what Q(x, X) and representative sets are for any particular Q. We will also be informal enough to say that a car-dinal function ¿; is «-additive in X" . This will mean the property "¿; < t" is «-additive in X" for any t .
1.1. Definition. Given a space X and a property Q let ôioc(*> ^) = "there is a U £ T(x, X) such that U V Q". A space X is called locally g-space iff
QXoc(x, X) for every x £ X. If x £ X, then x" £ X" is the point with all its coordinates equal to x .
1.2. Theorem. Suppose that the property Q satisfies (i) i/lhö fl/irf [/ € r* (JT) then F h (2 ;
(ii) i/ /: X -> T « a continuous onto map and XV Q, then Y V Q. Then
Qioc is n-additive in X" for all n > 1 and X £ T$.
Proof. The property QXoc must not be invariant with respect to continuous maps. However it behaves differently where retractions come in. H = clXj(VnXj)VQ.
The set V n X" contains U" for some U £ T(x, X). Denote by r the retraction from Y onto X". The set W = r~x(Un) is open in Y so that Y¡ ssXtnW\-ßioc for z e « . Clearly, C" c W and r(FF) = t7" i.e. U" is a retract of W. Suppose that there is a point y £ U with ({y}xU"~l)nXj = 0. Then {y} x U"~x is homeomorphic to £/""' and being a retract of W is covered by < « -1 subsets of W all of which have QXoc. The induction hypothesis yields U V QXoc and QXoc (x, X) and that is what we needed.
If ({y} x I/"-1) nXj ¿0 for all y £ U then Í/ c px(Xj n £/"), where Pi : X" -> >Y is the natural projection of X" onto its first factor. But XjDU" c r(#) so that U C px(r(H)). The set C7 = px(r(H))_ has ß by (ii). _Now it suffices to pick any Ux c U, Ux £ T(x, X) with Ux c U, because Ux V Q by (i) and we have finished the proof of 1.2.
»1.4. Corollary. Let Q £ {local compactness, local pseudocompactness, local countable compactness, local Lindelöf property, local Souslin property, local separability, local o-compactness, local network weight < t , local spread < x, local extent < x} . Then Q is n-additive in X" for any regular space X.
1.5.
Lemma. Let open sets be representative for a pointwise property Q which is hereditary with respect to closed sets. Suppose that n > 1 and it is known that Q is (n -l)-additive in X"-x for every X. Let X" = \J{X¡: i £ «} and Xi I" ß for all i £ n. Take any x £ X and U £ T(x, X). If there exists a j en with ({y} x U"-x) n X¡■ = 0 for some y £U, then X V Q(x, X).
Proof. The subspace {y} x U"~x is homeomorphic to Un~x and is covered by the sets X,■ n ({y} x Un~x), i £ n\{j} . The set {y} x Ün~x is representative for ß in {y} x Xn~x so that Xt n ({y} x Un~x) V Q for all i £ n\{j}. As ß is (« -l)-additive in U"~x, we have U V Q. Hence U V Q(x, U) and X V Q(x, X) the set U being representative for Q in X. Our lemma is proved.
1.6. Proposition. Let Q be a pointwise property such that (i) ifYVQ(x, Y), YcX.and x£ZcY then ZVQ(x,Z);
(ii) open sets are representative for Q. Then Q is n-additive in X" for every topological space X and « e <y\{0} . Proof. Take any « > 1 and assume that we have proved Ac-additivity of ß in Xk for all Ac < « -1. Let X" = [){Xí: i e «} and X¡ V Q for every i £n. Pick any x £ X and consider the subspace Y = {(x"~x, y): y £ X} . Clearly, Y ~ X. There is a j with x" £ X¡. Lemma 1.5 shows that it suffices to prove Q(x,X) in_case (Vn~x x {y})nl; ¿ 0 for any y £ X and V e T(x, X). But then Y c Xj so that Q(xn , X¡) and (i) imply Q(xn , Y). The last statement is equivalent to Q(x, X) because there is a homeomorphism « : Y -y X with h(xn) = x . Then Proposition 1.6 is thus proved.
1.7. Corollary. The property "character < t" is n-additive in X" for any X £ Tt, and « > 1. (iv) if x" £ H c X" and H is Q-representative in X" then there exists a Q-representative G in X such that x" £ G" c H ;
(v) if Q(x, X) does not hold, then {x} is not representative in X. Then Q is n-additive in X" for every topological space X and « > 1.
Proof. It is again induction along « £ co. Let X" = \J{X¡: i < n} and X¡ V Q for all i < n. Assume that -<Q(x,X) for some x £ X. Pick a j £ « with x" £ Xj. Using (iii) and (iv) find a representative H c X, H 9 x such that H" n Xj = {xn}. It follows from (v) that H ^ {x} so pick any y £ H\{x} . Evidently, (Hn~x x {y})DXj = 0. Now (i) and (ii) make it possible to apply the induction hypothesis to the subspace H. Hence H V Q(x, H) and X V Q(x, X) which is a contradiction. Proposition 1.8 is proved.
1.9. Corollary. Pseudocharacter and discreteness are n-additive in X" for every Tx-space X and « > 1. Proof. Let ß = "ip < t". Then C7T-sets are representative for ß and satisfy (i)-(v). Proposition 1.8 applies for the discreteness as well because the discreteness is equivalent to the property ß = uy/ < 1". Then Q is n-additive in X" for any topological space X and « > 1.
Proof. As usual it is an induction over n £ co\{0} . Let X" = Xo U • • ■ U X"_x with X¡ V Q for all i £ n. Assume that -*Q(x, X) for some x £ X. Use (iv) imply R(xn, Yj). But ï) h ß so that Q(xn , Yj) takes place. By (vi) there is a U £ T(x, Y) with U" l~l Yj = {xn} . Pick any y e Í7\{jc} (which is possible by (vii)) and observe that (U"~x x {y}) n Y¡■ -0. Finally apply Lemma 1.5 to conclude that Q(x, Y) holds which is a contradiction. Proposition 1.10 is proved. 1.11 . Corollary. For any cardinal x the PT-property is n-additive in X" for « > 1 and XeTx.
Proof. Let ß = "PT-property" and R = "y/ < t". If x e X is not_a_PT-point in X (i.e. X V ^Q(x, X)) then there is a (7T-set H 3 x with x £ X\H. Then Q is n-additive in X" for every natural n > 1 and X £ T3.
Proof. If -i(X V Q) then there is an x £ X with -iß(x, X). Therefore -*Q(x, A, X) for some A c X with x £ A. Observe also that x 31 A by (iii) and (iv). Let X" = X0 U • • ■ U AT"_i and X¡ V Q for all i en. Take a ;' £ « with x" £ Xj .
Claim. For every y 6 A we have Xjnpñx(y) 3(x"-X,y) where pn : X" -> X is the natural projection onto the last factor.
Proof of the claim. If Xj C\pñx(y) j( (x"~x, y) then by regularity of X there is a U £ T(x, X) such that (Z7"~' x {y}) n X¡■ = 0. It follows from (iv) that (XiOU ) V Q for all i e n. But the space U x {y} is homeomorphic to U and is covered by < « -1 subspaces having ß. Hence U V Q by induction hypothesis. Now (i) implies Q(x, U) which in its turn implies Q(x, X). This contradiction proves our claim.
Let D = Xjf\p~x(A). It is clear that x" £ D. Thus Q(xn , D, Xj) takes place, so that Q(xn, D, X") is true by (v). Finally, use (vii) to conclude that Q(x, Pn(D), X) is fulfilled. But pn(T>) = A by the claim and we have a contradiction which proves Theorem 1.12.
1.13. Corollary. If Q £ {tightness < x, sequentialiiy, FU-property, radiality, pseudoradiality} then Q is n-additive in X" for any regular X and « > 1. Proof. We are going to formulate explicitly what Q(x, A, X) is for every ß from the above list.
(ii) If ß is "sequentially" and A c X let Aq = A. Having some sets Aa for all a < ß consider two cases: Case 1. ß = limy? . Put Afi = \J{Aa : a < ß} .
Case 2. ß -ß0 + 1. Let Aß = {lim an : {an : n e co} c Aß0 is a converging -S sequence}. Finally, let A = (j{Aa: a < cox} . The statement Q(x, A, X) is to say that x £ As.
(iii) If ß is "F{/-property" then Q(x, A, X) states that x £ Ax, where Ax is taken from (ii).
(iv) Let ß = "radiality" and A c X. Then A is the set of limits of well-ordered nets lying in A. Define the statement Q(x, A, X) to be equal to "X £ 7".
(v) If ß is "pseudoradiality" and Ac X take x = (exp(exp(|Ar|)))+ and for every a < x construct Aa as follows.
Let Ao = A and if ß = limy? then Aß = \J{Aa: a < ß} . If ß = ß0+ 1 then Aß -Aßo. The sets Aa, a < x, being constructed put A -\\{Aa : a < x} . Now Q(x,A,X) = "x 6 7r".
The verification of conditions 1.12(i)-(vii) in any of (i)-(v) cases is routine so that 1.13 is established.
The following property could be called the intermediate between pointwise and nonpointwise, because it is local but not pointwise.
1.14. Proposition. The k-property is n-additive in Xn for any X e r3 and «> 1.
Proof. Assume that X is a counterexample, X" = \J{X¡: i £ n}, X¡ is a Acspace for each /' £ « and n_ is the minimal number for which a counterexample exists. Let A c X, A ^ A be Ac-closed in X i.e. K n A is compact for any compact K c X. Then pxx(A) is Ac-closed in X" . Pick any a £ A\A and j £ « with a" £ Xj. The set pxl(A) n Xj is closed in Xj so that there is a U £ T(a, X) such that 77" n Xji\pyl(A) = 0. Take a y £ U n A. Then
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use {y} x U"-x c pxx(A) and ({y} x U"-x)nXj = 0. This means Un~x is a union of < « -1 Ac-spaces and is therefore a Ac-space itself. But this is a contradiction because A n U is Ac-closed in Í/ but AnU ^ Af)U. Proposition 1.14 is proved.
1.15. Theorem. The weight is n-additive in X" for every X £ T^ and « > 1. Proof. It is again induction along « £ co. Let « > 1 and X" -\J{Xi : i £ «} where w(X¡) < x. We would like to reduce our case to an X as simple as possible.
1.16. Lemma. If a counterexample exists then there is a counterexample X such that X = A U B, where A n B = 0, \A\ < x, w(B)<x, and A~ = X.
Proof of the lemma. Note that x(X) < T by 1.7. If X is some counterexample then X = To U ••• U T"_i and w(Y¡) < x. Consider the subspaces Z0 = Yo, ... ,Zk = Zk_x U Yk . There must be an i e « such that w(Z¡) < x but w(Zi+x) > x. Hence Z,+1 is also a counterexample and is a union of two subspaces of weight < x. Proof. Let y be a base in Z, |y| < x. It follows from Z d Z LiT that any family p c T(ZU T) such that y = p \ Z will be an outer base of Z in ZllT.
Therefore it will be an outer base of Z n T in Z U T. Of course the family E = p \ T is an outer base of Z n T in T and Lemma 1.19 is proved. Proof. We are going to construct C by recursion along x+ . Let ß < x+ and suppose we have Cß = {ca: a < ß} c B. We are assuming that a base By of T(y, Y) is chosen for any y e Y in such a way that \By\ < x. The family Rß -LK-#y: y £ AliCß} is not a base in Y so that there is a Cß+X £ B such that Bß is not a base at Cß+X . Put Cß+X = Cß U {CjS+i} . If q = lima, then Ca = [J{Cß :ß<a}.
Let us prove that the set C = {ca: a < x+} is as required. Take any Z D A, \Z n C\ > x. Suppose that w(Z) < x. Any base contains a subbase of minimal cardinality. Hence there is a C'cC, |C| < t such that the family E = U{^: y e A U C'} \ Z is a base in Z . There is an a < x+ such that ca £ Z and /? < a as soon as Cß £ C. We have Z = T so that the family p = \J{By: y £ A U C'} is an outer base of Z . On the other hand p is not a base at ca by construction of ca . This contradiction proves Lemma 1.21. Lemma 1.21 guarantees the_existence of a counterexample X such that (*) X = A U B, \A\<x, A = X, w(B) <x, \B\ = x+ and w(Z) > x for any Z D A with \Z n B\ > x.
Start at last the jproof of Theorem 1.15. Let X" = X0L> ■■■U Xn_x. Denote the set X0 n • • • nXn-\ by P. Suppose that {x"~x} x X <JlP for all x £ X. Then any x £ X has an Ox £ T(x, X) such that ((Ox)"-1 x {/?}) nl,=0 for some p £ X and i £ n. The induction hypothesis yields tu (Ox) < x. Then w(X) < x because l(X) < nw(X) < x takes place.
Thus {xn~1} xX cP for some x 6 X. Moreover {x"_1} x X c X0 U • • • U Xn-X, so that the power of ß, = X¡ n ({x"-1} x B) is greater than x for some i en. We can apply Lemma 1.19 for Y = Xn, Z = X¡-, T= Qiu({x"-i}xA).
We conclude that ß, has an outer base E in T with \E\ < x. Lemma 1.20 implies w(T) < x which contradicts (*).
The proof of Theorem 1.15 is complete.
1.22. Theorem. If c(Z) = co and Z £ T3 then metrizability is n-additive in Z".
Proof. Note first that /(Z) = co by 1.7. Next we will have to investigate a very weird class of spaces we are calling pyramids.
1.23. Definition. Given a first countable space X we are going to define when the range r(X) £ co makes sense. Let r(X) = 0 iff X = 0 and if 1 < \X\ < co then r(X) = 1. Now r(X) = «>1 ifX = TuZ,Z = Z, 7nZ=0, \Y\ = co, Y = X and Z = 0{ZQ : a <cox} where r(Za) = « -1 for all a <cox.
1.24. Remark. The range makes sense for a very narrow class of spaces. In what follows r(X) = n will mean that the range of X exists and is equal to « . Let us describe in more detail a space X with r(X) = « > 1. We have by definition: x = vn u y"_,, vn n r"_, = 0, 7"_, = y"_,, |k"| = co, F" = x-, Yn-X -e^i,:
a, 6 aM, Z«i, = C U ï£2, Ci n % = 0, Y& = C2> ICil = ^> Ci = KU, C2 = ©W: «2 e <ox}, x^i
It is clear now that it is natural to call X a pyramid of range « (or «-storey pyramid), and the set V" -the vertex of X. Let us define storeys of the pyramid X in the following way: E" = {Vn}, En_x -{V"±x: ax £ cox}, ... , En_k = {Vnrka*:ax,... , ak £ cox},..., Ex = {If *"*-*: au ... , a"_i € coi}.
We have therefore for whatever a space of range « , a unique decomposition of X into storeys. This decomposition makes X an «-storey pyramid. In the sequel symbols V*, E* will be used if it is not clear from the context that the decomposition into the storeys is generated by the space X. An m-storey pyramid Z is called a subpyramid of an «-storey pyramid X if Z is a subspace of X and there exists a strictly increasing map / = l(Z, X): {I,... , m} -y {1, ... , «} such that for every P £ Ef there is a Qp £ EfL. with P c Qp and the following takes place:
if PxeEZ, P2eEl, kx<k2, then Px cP2 iff QPlcQg (every bar denotes closure in relevant space). The simplest examples of subpyramids of X are the pyramids X°'_'kak with vertices V°^ak. Another example is X with its Acth storey deleted (k < n).
1.25. Lemma. Let X be an n-storey pyramid, where « > 1. If M c X is metrizable then M is a discrete sum of spaces of range 1. Proof. It is easy to show that every uncountable subset of X has uncountable extent. Hence Mf]Vn is countable. The space Y"-X is an uncountable discrete sum of (« -1)-storey pyramids so that induction hypothesis can be used for M n y"_i. The rest is easy.
1.26. Lemma. Let r(X) = n and let M c X be metrizable. Then X\M has a subpyramid (in X) of range « -1. Proof. Clearly, if Xx is an «-storey subpyramid of X then we may prove the lemma for Xx. That is why we will several times consider some Xx instead of X and we are going to denote these Xx 's as X again. Let us consider the following subfamilies of Ex : Dxx -{P e Ex : P c M}, DX2 = Ei\Dxx. We are going to show that at least one of the following conditions is fulfilled:
(ii) there exists an «-storey subpyramid T c X such that Ej cDxx; (iii) there exists an «-storey subpyramid T in X suchthat P £ Ej implies Qp £ Dx\ and P n M = 0. Let t:\J{E¿: i £ «\{0}} -y (J{Eí: /e(n + l)\l} be a map defined as follows: if P £ Ek, then t(P) £ Ek+X, P c r(P) ; if Dc Ek, then u(D) = {t(P): P £ D and \rx(t(P)) nD\ > co}. Suppose that \Dkl\ < co for some k < n -1. Then \D[2\ -cox for all / = 1,...,«-1 because otherwise there would be an m < « -1 with \Dfx \ <co, l^n I -c°-'we have a contradiction with Em = D^ u D\\ . Finally, to produce a subpyramid T c X like in (iii) we have to put E\ = {P\M: P £ Dx2 and Pi £ D[2 for all / = 1,...,«-1}, where Px = P, Pi+X = t(P'). If 1 < k < n -1, then E{ = {P £ Dkl2: P1 e Dk2x+i for i=l, ... ,n-k} and El = {Vn}.
We have proved that (ii) or (iii) takes place. They can also be fulfilled both at once. In that case we prefer (iii) and assume (without loss of generality) that the first storey of X does not meet M. If only (ix) is true we will say that all elements of the first storey are subsets of M.
We are going to pass through all other storeys of our pyramid, considering smaller and smaller «-storey subpyramids (and saying all of them are equal to X !). In the end we will have either an «-storey subpyramid outside of M or an «-storey subpyramid T with \JEk c M for some k £ {1, ... , «} and with (T\((J El)) n M = 0. This will finish the proof because then T\(\J E[) will be the required (« -1)-storey subpyramid outside M.
Suppose that first k -1 storeys are considered and (U(U/=i E¡)) n M = 0. Split Ek into two parts: Dkx -{P £ Ek: P r\ M contains a subpyramid of range k} and Dk2 = Ek\Dkx.
We will prove that at least one of the following conditions is fulfilled:
(ik) there is a subpyramid T c X with r(T) = n and \JE[ c M; (iijt) there is a subpyramid T c X with r(T) = n and (|J Ek) n M = 0.
This means we can either clear up the Acth storey from M or take it that M covers the whole Acth storey.
To start with observe that if P £ Ek , Ac P then either A or P\A contains a Ac-storey subpyramid. This can be proved by easy induction along k. Let Dxkp = Dkp, D'k+px = u(Dlp), i=l,...,n-k-l,p=l,2.
It is clear that there is an «-storey subpyramid T c X such that Ek c Dkx iff \Dk\ | = coi, /'= 1,...,«-Ac. It follows from £¡f+í_, = D'kl U D'k2 that either Ek c Dkx or Ek c Dk2 for some «-storey subpyramid T c X. If Ek C Dkx then change every P e Dkx into P n M. Then T c T thus obtained is also an «-storey subpyramid of X (note for the sake of accuracy that Ej' = Ej for j' ¿ k and Ef = {P n M: P £ E[}).
Now passing from X to V *we have the Acth storey covered by M. If Ek c Dk2 then changing every P £ Dk2 into P\M we can clear up the Acth storey of X.
Finally, if there is a k e{\, ... ,n -1} such that the Acth storey is covered by M, the (Ac + /)th storey is under consideration and i < k + l, i ^ k implies ((jE¡) n M = 0, then we must prove that (Ac + /)th storey can also be cleared up. _ Indeed, if P e Ek+¡, then (M n P) n (\JEk) is countable because M is -M metrizable and Lemma 1.25 implies \A \ = co for any countable A c M. Thus P\M contains a subpyramid of range Ac + / and the operation P -► P\M clears up the (Ac + /)th storey. Lemma 1.26 is at last proved.
1.27. Corollary. No n-storey pyramid can be represented as a union of less than n metric spaces. Proof of the claim. Induction on « . Clearly, Zl = Z is a pyramid of range 2. Let Xn_x cZ""1, r(X"-i) = n . Then X" = A" U (Xn_x x D) is a pyramid of range « + 1 and the claim is proved. Now use Corollary 1.27 to conclude that the pyramid Xn and hence Z" D Xn cannot be represented as a union of « metric spaces which is a contradiction. Theorem 1.22 is proved at last.
1.28. Theorem. Metrizability is n-additive in X" if X is compact. Proof. We will need a lemma, generalizing the analogous one belonging to M. G. Tkacenko [2] . 1.29 . Lemma. Let X be a compact space, X = \J{Y¡: I < k} where Y¡ is metrizable (I < Ac). Then F = f){Y[: I < k} is metrizable.
Proof of the lemma. Let us first establish that F is co-monolithic. Let Ac F , \A\ = co, A¡■ = A n Y,■. It is sufficient to prove that w(A¡) = co for all i < k.
Fix j < k. Then A¡ = (\J{A nY¡ : i < k}) n ï). Thus it suffices to prove that A n Y¡• n Yj is second countable for all i < k. The tightness of X is countable [3] It follows from the claim that C(x) \ Y¡ is a base at x in Y¡ for any x e A(i), i < k.
The set A is dense in F . To prove that, suppose that this is not so. Then there is a point z 6 F\A. Every x e A has a neighbourhood V(x) e C(x) such that z £ V(x). The cover {V(x): x e A} of the compact set A has a finite subcover d. There is an m e co with d c Cm. Then Am c [j d and z e F\{Jd. Thus there is an xd e F\(jd.
But xd e Am+X c A and Xd e F\\\d c F\A. This contradiction proves that A = F. The separability of the set F together with its monolithity implies w(F) < co and Lemma 1.29 is proved.
Let X" = \J{X¡: i < «} with metrizable X¡, i < n. Lemma 1.29 gives w(F) < co for F = fiLT,-: i < «}. If p0(F) = X then, evidently, X is metrizable. If x e Po(F), then pôl(x) n F = 0 and p¿~'(x) ~ X"~x . Now X"-1 is represented as a union of « metrizable spaces with empty intersection of their closures. Let A = {y"~x : y £ X} be the diagonal of X"~l. For every y e X there is a Uy e T(y, X) such that Uy meets less or equal than « -1 metrizable spaces. The induction hypothesis yields w(Uy) = co. Hence X is locally metrizable and thus metrizable.
Then Theorem 1.28 is proved.
1.30. Theorem. The ANR-property is closely n-additive in X" for a compact space X.
Proof. In the class of compact spaces the ANR-property coincides with local ANR-property. Suppose that X" = \J{X¡: i £ «} , X¡ is closed in X" and is an ANR. We are gong to prove that X is a local ANR. Our induction hypothesis will be a bit stronger: (Ijt) if Xk is embedded in Xp as a Ac-face for some p > Ac and Xk c \J{Xi : i < Ac} , Xi is closed in X? and is an ANR then X is locally ANR.
Recall that Z c Xp is a Ac-face of Xp if there are Xj, ... , xp-kX and ¿i,..., ip-k £p such that Z~{feXp: f(i¡) = x¡, I = I, ... , p -k} .
The statement (lx) is true, because if Z isa 1-face of some Xp and Z c X0, then Z is a retract of Xp and thus a retract of Xo . A retract of an ANR is itself an ANR and we established (lx).
If we are questioning (I"), take any x e X. The space X" is an «-face of some X" and X" c \J{Xf. i < «}. Let X" = {/ e X": f(i¡) = x,, I -I, ... , q -n, x¡ e X for all /} . Pick some j $ {ix, ... , iq-n} and let F = p~x(x) n Xn , where p}: Xq -> X is the ;'th projection. Then F ~ Xn~x and F is an («-l)-face of Xq . If F c X0U-• UX"_2 then by (I"_0 the space X is an ANR. If not let / e F\(X0li-■ -UXn-2). Pick a standard U e T(f, X") with U n (X0 U • • • U X"_2) = 0. The set U n X"_i is an ANR being open in X"-X. There is a retraction r: U n X"_i -» I/i where t/i 9 / is a standard open set in X" . Clearly, Ux can be retracted onto a set homeomorphic to a neighbourhood of x. Thus X is locally ANR at any x e X and /" is proved together with Theorem 1.30.
1.31. Theorem. The dimension function ind is closely n-additive in X" for any regular X. Proof. It runs like one in 1.30 but is simpler. If X" = \J{X¡: i £ «}, X¡ is closed in X" and ind(X;) < Ac for all i £ « then pick any x £ X. If Po~x(x) C \J{X¡: i £ (n -I)}, then the induction hypothesis works (observe that we could not act in the same way proving 1.30 because the ANR-property is not closed hereditary). If not then U 3 f £ p^x(x) for some standard U with U n (\J{Xj : i < n -1}) = 0. But U c Xn-x and contains a copy of some V £ T(x, X). Therefore ind(F) < Ac and 1.31 is proved.
1.32. Examples. The space L(coi) shows that all properties we mentioned (except "ind < Ac") are not 2-additive. It is easy to prove that (L(coi))" is a union of « + 1 discrete spaces. Therefore they are not (« + l)-additive in (L(coi))" . It is well known that "ind < 1" and ANR-property are not closely 2-additive [4] . There exists a metrizable compact space X such that ind(AT) = 2, but ind(X2) = 3 [5] . The last equality implies X2 is a union of two 1-dimensional spaces. But ind(X) > 1 so that ind is not 2-additive in X2 even for metrizable compact X.
1.33. Questions. Let ß e {normality, collectionwise normality, paracompactness, /-weight, 7t-character}. Is ß «-additive in any X" ? Is Ind closely «-additive in X" (for, say compact X) ? Does there exist a property which is 17-additive for XX1 but is not 18-additive for Xn ?
Countable additivity in Xoe
Most of the properties are countably additive in Xe0 for any Tychonoff X. More exactly, the following holds. It also follows from the Lemma 2.2 that some X¡ maps openly onto X™ because Xw = (Xa3)01.
In [1] Tkacenko proved that metrizability is co-additive in Xw if cT(X) < co, i.e. if any discrete E c T*(X") is countable for any « > 1.
2.3. Theorem. Metrizability is finitely additive in Xw for any Tychonoff X. Proof. Suppose that for all Ac < « it is proved that if Xw = \J{X¡: i < Ac} and Y[{Xí: i < Ac} is metrizable then so is X. If Xw = \J{X¡: i < n} then there will be no loss of generality if we assume that every X¡ is strongly dense in Xa, i.e. for any finite A c co we have pA(X¡) = Xa .
Indeed, if some X¡ is not strongly dense in Xw then take any z £ XA\pA(X¡) and apply the induction hypothesis to PAl(z) which is homeomorphic to Xw .
Let B¡ be a tr-discrete base in X¡ and let E¡ c T(XW) satisfy E¡ \ X¡ = B¡.
Then E¡ is an outer base for X¡ because X¡ is dense in Xw . We are going to produce a cr-discrete base for E¡, i.e. a family D¡ c T(XW) such that D, is cr-discrete and for every U £ E¡ there is a Du c D¡ with \JDrj = U. If we succeed then \Ji<n A will be a cr-discrete base in Xe0 .
We will apply the method M. G. Tkacenko used in [1] . If U £ T(XW) then let Uk = pkl(Vk), where Vk = \J{W: W £ T(Xk) and pkx(W) c U}. Observe that Ac is meant to be the set {0, 1, ... , Ac -1} and pk : X -y Xk is the relevant projection.
It is easy to check that U = [J{Uk : k £ co} for any U £ T(X0)). Represent E¡ as \J{Ef : s £ co} , where Ef \ X¡ is discrete in X¡. Consider the family Efk = {Uk: U £ Ef} for all Ac G co. Fix a z £ Xk. There is a y £ X¡ with pk(y) = z. Choose a W £ T(X¡), W 3 y such that W meets at most one element of Ef \ X¡. Let qk = pk \ X¡. The map qk is open [1] , and the family qkx(pk(Efk)) refines the family Ef \ X¡ so that qk(W) meets at most one element of pk(Efk). We proved that pk(Efk) is discrete in Xk . Therefore Efk is discrete too and letting D¡ = \J{Efk : s, k £ co} we obtain a cr-discrete family which is a base of E¡. Our proof is complete because \J{D¡ : i < n} is a cr-discrete base in Xe0 and Xw is metrizable.
2.4. Theorem. Let X be a Tx-space and Xw -[j{Xn: n £ co}, where y/(X") < x for all « . Then y/(X) < x.
Proof. Note first that no technique, developed by M. G. Tkacenko in [1] can be applied here.
Suppose that X is a counterexample. Then X = \J{X'n: n < co} where V(X'n) < T • There exist an x e X and an « 6 co with \p(x, {x} U X'n) > x, i.e. the space X' = {x} U X'n is also a counterexample.
Consider the space X" defined as follows: X" = X' and T(X") = {{y} : y £ X'n} U {r\a<x[Ja: U<* £ T(x, X) for all a < x}. This space is also a counterexample, because its topology is finer than that of X'.
We proved that there will be no loss of generality if we assume X = {a} U Y, where Y c T(X), a £ Y\Y, y/(a, X) > x, and if Ua £ T(a, X) for a < x then f){Ua: a < x} £ T(a,X). For A c co and f £ Xa let P(f) = {« e A: /(«) = a}, D = {f £ X": \P(f)\ > co}. The set X<°\D is a countable union of discrete spaces so that we can keep under consideration the set D\J{Xn : « G co} only.
For any « G co construct An , gn , Zn , kn , Un,y", and /" with the following properties:
(1) An ceo, g"£XA», kn£co, Une T(a,X), y" £ Un\{a}, fn £ X", ZncD;
(2) An C An+X , Un D Un+X, Zn D Zn+X , gn c gn+x, k" < Ac"+i for « G co ; (3) \P(gn)\ = n, fn\An = gn; (4) z"+i niln=o, z" nxkn = {/"}.
Let A'0 = {0, U , g0(0) = a," g¿(l) = y0 £ Y. Let Z0 = ({g0} x X»\2) n D, ko = min{Ac: XknZ0 ^ 0} . Choose an f0 £ X^nZo . It follows from ¡¡/(X^) < x that there exists a Uo £ T(a, X) such that (UoPifo) x t/S}) n Xko = {fo}, where f¿ = fQ\ (co\P(fQ)).
Then A0 = A'0U (co\P(f0)), go = fo\A0.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use w(Y[{Na: a < x}) < x and we proved finite additivity of pseudoweight and iweight at once. Clearly, we have also established the following fact which seems to be new.
Corollary. If G is a topological group, then iw(G) = pw(G).
Let us go on with the proof of 3.1. If X¡ is a PT-space for all / G « then some Xi is dense in a nonempty open set U c G. There will be no loss of generality to assume that e e X¡, U e T(e, G). It suffices to prove that any C7T-subgroup H c U is open which is equivalent to lnt(H) ^ 0.
There exists a closed C7T-subgroup Hx c H. We have lntx¡(H\ f)X¡) ^ Q. Take Proof. Consider the group 2tül and its subgroup H -{f e 2Wl : \{a: f(a) = l}\ < co}. Pick fx e 2a" with fx(a) = 1 for all a. Then G = Hu(H + fx)
is a subgroup of 2Wl covering almost all properties we must prove to be non 2-additive. Indeed H and H + fx are .F[/-subspaces of G but t(G) -cox. It is well known that H and H + fx are collectionwise normal. However, G is not normal. To prove this take any « G 2Wl\G. Construct h% e H such that h.0a(ß) = h(ß) if ß < a and hl(ß) = 0 of ß > a. Analogously hla(ß) = h(ß) if ß < a and hxa(ß) = 1 if ß > a. The sets A0 = {A°: a < cox} and A\ = {ha: a < cox} are closed and disjoint in G but cannot be separated by open sets in G. Now we have only the Ac-property to deal with to finish our proof. Let S = {fe 2e"\{a: f(a) ¿ 0}| < co} and G = Su(S + fx). It suffices to prove that G is not a Ac-space.
The set S is not closed in G. Take any compact K c G. Then t(K) < co because K isa countable union of its compact_ F [/-subspaces. If K i~)S is not closed then there is a countable Ac K with A <£ S but this is impossible.
We have proved everything we needed in 3.3.
3.4. Remark. It seems that no classical properties are countably additive in topological groups. This is easily seen if the group S from the above argument is considered. In fact, S is cr-discrete, but has no properties from the list M in 3.1.
3.5. Questions. Is paracompactness finitely additive in topological groups? Is any of the properties in 3.3 finitely additive in locally convex spaces?
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